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By Rudolf Steiner

Anthroposophic Press Inc, United States, 2007. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Speaking to the teachers at the first Waldorf school in Stuttgart, Steiner asserts
that the unfortunate presence of dishonesty and alienation in society today cannot be addressed
without a completely renewed and holistic education. He states fact that successful teaching
requires a living synthesis of the spiritual gymnast, the ensouled rhetorician, and the intellectual
professor. Of these, the formative effect of the rhetorician s cultivation of artistic speech is the most
important. It s impossible for true teaching to be boring, declares Steiner, and he offers several
examples of how teachers can observe a natural phenomenon so intimately that its creative life can
flow into the children through a teacher s own words in the classroom. He also describes, in spiritual
scientific depth, how the actions of teachers directly affect the physiological chemistry of their
students. From this perspective, education is really therapy, transformed to a higher level, and
should be seen as closely related to the healing arts. Steiner also shows how the perception of
hidden relationships between education and the processes of human development can kindle a
heartfelt enthusiasm and a sense of...
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Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any author. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. You will like just how
the article writer publish this book.
-- Dr . Isom  Dibber t Jr .-- Dr . Isom  Dibber t Jr .

It in just one of the most popular ebook. It really is full of wisdom and knowledge You are going to like just how the blogger create this pdf.
-- Roosevelt O 'K eefe-- Roosevelt O 'K eefe
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